
Creating artwork
1. Please provided the artwork as a high resoultion PDF where possible.

TIFF / EPS / JPEG files are also accepted.

2. If supplying Quark or InDesign files please proved all linked
images and fonts for the document.

3. Please ensure that the artwork is set to the correct size of the following:
Full size / half size / quarter size.

4. Add 3mm bleed to your document settings.

5. Where possible convert all fonts to paths when sending a PDF.

6. Please supply all links as CMYK, 300dpi at 25% final size.

Common Mistakes
1. Incorrect document size.

2. Artwork is not converted to CMYK.

3. Text is not converted to path or fonts not included.

4. Links are low quality.

5. Document contains missing links.
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BUDGET  TEMPLATE  @100%

* PLEASE FOLLOW PRINT FORMAT 
GUIDE ENCLOSED 

Print Artwork Speci�cations
We advise that artwork is only generated in the following design
programs: Illustrator, Indesign
Artwork to be saved as PDF at 100% scale
Please use the template below for reference,
Submit two �les,
(i) to be sent at 100% without template
(ii) to be sent with template laid over artwork

Fonts
Please ensure all fonts used (both screen and printer fonts) 
are included. Where possible convert fonts to paths /outlines, par-
ticularly for PC generated �les.

Logos
Any logos should be created in Illustrator or Freehand, as a vector 
format for best quality.

Photographic Images
For images to be reproduced, without pixilation, a minimum 
resolution of 200 dpi at full size is required.

Artwork size
Please ensure that the artwork is sized to the viewable area with 
any necessary bleed extending out to the overall size.
To be produced at 100% scale. Artwork to be saved without crop 
marks.

File size
If possible keep the �le size below 10MB uncompressed.

IMPORTANT
Colours may vary depending on artwork supplied. Lead times 
quoted from receipt of artwork. Any amendments may be 
charged for if proofs are required. 




